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Abstract 

Introduction. This paper presents a qualitative investigation into whether 
online discourse, produced by first year undergraduate students, can 
demonstrate their information capabilities as a socially-enacted practice and be 
used to assess their information literacy.   
Methods. Discourse analysis was used to categorise online discussion board 
postings produced by first-year UK undergraduate students as part of a 
formative online peer assessment exercise.  
Analysis. Online discourse was the node of analysis which sought to identify 
patterns of language within the social and cultural contexts in which they 
occurred. Postings were inductively analysed through manual content analysis.  
Results. Postings appeared to embody student’s discursive competence in 
information literacy, especially their level of information discernment and what 
constituted a quality ‘reference’ for an assignment. However, they also 
demonstrated that ‘references’ perform a certain function within this discourse 
as an agreed construct between tutor, student and librarian.  
Conclusions. Students were engaged in the process of becoming good scholars 
by using appropriate online postings to create valid arguments through 
assessing other’s work, but what they did not do was question received 
meanings regarding the quality of found information they used as evidence.  
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Literature review 
It is argued that information literacy capabilities are context based and social in 
nature (Hepworth & Walton, 2009). Walton & Hepworth (2013, p55) have 
further articulated the subset of information literacy capability known as 
information discernment which they define as, ‘the ability to use higher order 
thinking skills in order to make sound and complex judgements regarding a 
range of text-based materials. Five discrete levels of this ability are identified, 
from the lowest (‘cut and paste’) to the highest (where individuals can express 
the relative value of evaluation criteria for a given source of information). This 
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theory overlaps with Ford’s notion of ‘relevance judgements’ found in the 
information seeking process (Ford, 2004, p203).  
It is suggested that discourse analysis appears to be a useful methodology for 
analysing information literacy capabilities, yet it does not feature heavily in 
relation to information literacy research and practice with the notable exception 
of some recent studies (see Lloyd (2012). However, it has been used to a 
greater extent within information behaviour research (Case, 2012; Bates, 2005, 
Given, 2005; Tuominen et al., 2005) which is argued provides an evidence 
base for information literacy (Hepworth & Walton, 2013). Discourse is 
regarded as more than simply talking or writing, it is a complex network of 
relationships between individuals, texts, ideas and institutions (Foucault, 1972: 
van Leeuwen, 2005). It is from these relationships that sharing of meaning 
arises at specific points (a node) in space and time (Olsson, 2010). Therefore, 
individual information behaviour is not an isolated activity, it is this discursive 
element which locates the person-in-context (Wilson, 1999).  

Methodology 
This research seeks to address the following questions:  
RQ1: To what extent does online discourse reveal students’ information 
literacy capabilities (as a socio-cultural practice)? 
RQ2: In what ways could this online discourse be used as a basis for 
summative assessment of their work? 
RQ3: in what ways does online peer assessment embody complex and 
asymmetrical power relations between tutors, students and librarians? 
RQ4: how is academic discourse rehearsed, negotiated, reproduced and its 
meaning shared through online discourse? 

Discourse analysis as a method 
The node for analysis in this study is the online postings made by first-year 
undergraduate student participants during the online peer assessment activities 
within a particular module. The socio-historical context of this study is a UK 
Higher Education institution from 2007-2012. However, it is noted that 
information literacy is relevant beyond this specific context. Data was themed 
into categories to identify ‘patterns and processes, commonalities and 
differences’ across the student cohort (following Miles and Huberman, 1984, 
p.9). 

Results 
Online postings sent to Blackboard’s Discussion Board centred on the notion 
of ‘references’ - artefacts of found information such as a book, journal article, 
website or newspaper article used in the student author’s draft assignments. 
Below are typical pieces of online discourse posted by students (commentators) 
commenting on fellow student’s draft essays (authors):  
SS11: ‘It is effective how you focus on one particular idea and you use good 
examples to back your arguments up […]. Overall referncing (sic) was done 
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well, however make sure every key point made is backed up with a reference. 
Also try to use academic references instead of autobiographies.’ 
SB11: ‘[…] you have included a number of points to why sport affects society 
instead of focusing on one area and used references well, the first paragraph 
has over 5 references that all support your point […] which proves there is a lot 
of evidence for your argument […].’ 
SF11: ‘[…]. A very good use of references as well to help back up the points 
you are making about certain health issues. […].’ 
These extracts appear to embody the student commentator’s discursive 
competence in information literacy, especially in terms of information 
discernment, in showing that they have made relevance judgements in 
evaluating academic texts (corroborating Ford, 20014; Walton & Hepworth, 
2013 and Lloyd, 2012). Particularly, for example, what constitutes a quality 
reference (’academic’ as opposed to ‘autobiographies’), that there should be a 
number of references (‘5 reference’) and that these should be used specifically 
to ‘make sure every key point is backed up by a reference’ corroborating 
Walton & Hepworth (2013) and addressing RQ1. This also appears to offer 
promising output for assessment purposes in that commentators demonstrate 
their information discernment capability within the discourse (answering RQ2). 
All agree on the subject of the references and what function they should 
perform in the author’s assignment, that they should be present and should be 
used to ‘back up’ each ‘key point’ or ‘argument’. Hence, references perform a 
certain function within the discourse, not just to support an argument, but as an 
agreed construct between tutor, student and librarian (and therefore within 
Western scholarship generally) - addressing RQ3. In this sense, commentators 
are exercising their power inductively rather than coercively (Foucault, 1972). 
The commentators have become ‘authoritative speakers’ where the discourse 
posted, for example, ‘try and use academic references’ is accepted as a ‘truth 
statement’ by their community (the student participants). This is not to say that 
the commentator is making a statement of truth, it is only deemed true by the 
discursive network, i.e., students agree that it is necessary to write an essay that 
will get a good grade (addressing RQ4). 

Conclusion 
Online peer assessment appears to be a useful way for evidencing information 
literacy capabilities as a socio-cultural practice by revealing relevance 
judgements and information discernment within the discourse itself (addressing 
RQ 1). The online contributions made by students as commentators are 
contextually appropriate by embodying attributes of information literacy 
capability, demonstrating discursive competence in evaluating information 
which may lend themselves to summative assessment, which partly addresses 
RQ 2. However, they are operating within a well-structured discourse which 
reproduce structures that already exist and their questioning is bounded and 
finite – addressing RQ3 and 4. In other words, the outcome of information 
literacy is already decided for the student and s/he merely has to follow the 
rules of the game and is subservient to more powerful discourses. Critical 
thinking is only engaged in a very narrow range. 
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